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ABSTRACT

INTRODUCTION: An accurate digital impression is essential in fabrication of fixed dental prostheses. Digital dental impressions are recorded either by intraoral or extraoral scanners. Intraoral scanners scan abutments inside oral cavity eliminating the need for fabrication of dental casts. The extraoral scanners scan physical impressions or dental casts to produce a digital model.

OBJECTIVES: The aim of this study was to compare the accuracy of digital dental models produced by two different intraoral scanners in relation to the reference cast.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: This in vitro study included an original typodont simulating patient’s mouth. The reference typodont model was scanned by two intraoral scanners (3shape, Dental Wings) to produce digital models from both scanners. Mesiodistal (MD) and buccolingual (BL) measurements were recorded for canines, first premolars and first molars in both maxillary and mandibular jaws by same operator in the right and left sides and compared to measurements done on reference model. P values and adjusted means were calculated. Significance was set at 5%. SPSS version 22.0 was used for statistical analysis.

RESULTS: There was no significant difference found between the accuracies of 3shape and Dental Wings digital models (p = 0.97) which were <0.5mm, in comparison to the reference model. Regarding the reference teeth, the canine showed the highest accuracy (p< 0.0001).

CONCLUSIONS: The accuracy of digital models produced by the two intraoral scanners was similar with a minor level of discrepancies. Also, the canine showed the highest accuracy in the scanning procedure as it possess smooth surface.
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INTRODUCTION

Digital 3D dental models had a positive impact in the dental field as in prosthodontics they can be used for diagnosis, treatment planning, virtual alignment of dental implants and fabrication of final prosthetic restorations (1,2). Also it is efficient in orthodontics eliminating the need of physical study casts that are used in space analysis and occlusion examination (3).

Digital dental scanners are classified into intraoral and extraoral scanners (4). Extraoral scanners are used for scanning physical dental impressions or stone casts so conventional impression procedure is still mandatory (5,6). Also, they avoid the need of impression disinfection, impression distortion, fracture or abrasion of stone casts and the need of large storage area for patients’ casts (5,7). Where In addition, intraoral scanners allow the dentist to visualize the tooth preparation, adjust it if needed and rescan in the same visit reducing patient’s visits to the dental clinic (7).

However, the accuracy of intraoral scanners are affected by the presence of blood or saliva inside the oral cavity as well as patient’s limited mouth opening that might result in the production of an inaccurate digital impression (8). Nevertheless it was proven in previous studies that intraoral scanners provide sufficient system accuracy for clinical application. That’s why nowadays, intraoral scanners are widely...
used to import scan data for the fabrication of dental restorations (9,10).

The quality and longevity of dental restorations have been enhanced after the use of CAD/CAM technology in dental field as the use of machined ceramic restorations eliminated the presence of voids, cracks or fracture lines that may occur in the conventional fabrication techniques (9).

The aim of the present study was to evaluate the accuracy of digital models produced by two intraoral scanners (3shape and Dental Wings). The null hypothesis was that there was no difference in the accuracy of the digital models produced by the two used intraoral scanners.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

An original typodont (ModuPRO Pros, Acadental Inc, Overland Park, KS) with full set of maxillary and mandibular teeth was used as a reference model. The maxillary and mandibular typodont jaws were scanned by two intraoral scanners (Trios 3shape, Dental Wings) producing 3shape and Dental Wings digital models as in figure 1.

**Figure 1:** Scanned upper and lower casts.

Scanning technique of maxillary jaw started from the distal surface of the maxillary second right molar extended oclusally, buccally, lingually and mesially then continued in same sequence for each tooth ending in the distal surface of maxillary second left molar. The same was done on the mandibular jaw where the head of scanner was held at an angle of 45 degrees to the long axis of the tooth. Scanning of each jaw was recorded in two minutes.

**Measurements**

The reference teeth (canines, 1st premolars and 1st molars) on each digital model were measured on desktop screen by Geomagic Studio 5 software (Raindrop Geomagic, Inc, Morrisville, NC) and the measurements were recorded from the screen by the program caliper. Measurements on the reference model (control) were done by one operator using a digital caliper (series 500 Digimatic ABSolute Caliper, Mitutoyo Corporation, Kawasaki, Japan). The reference cast was scanned ten times by each scanner producing ten 3shape and ten Dental Wings digital models. These measurements were repeated twice more, at least 1 week apart by the same operator.

Buccolingual (BL) and Mesiodistal (MD) measurements were recorded in an occlusal direction for each reference tooth in the digital models and reference typodont model. BL measurements were recorded from the middle of the buccal surface to the middle of the lingual surface. While MD measurements were recorded from the mesial contact area (center of the mesial surface) to the distal contact area (center of the distal surface). Discrepancy recorded less than 0.5mm (11,12) was considered clinically acceptable.

**Statistical Analysis:**

Univariate general linear regression model was used to evaluate factors affecting scanning accuracy: (1) type of scanner (3shape and Dental Wings intraoral scanners), (2) tooth (canines, premolars or molars) and (3) measurement direction (BL or MD). Descriptive statistics of the study groups were calculated, including means and standard deviations. P values less than 0.05 were considered statistically significant.

**RESULTS**

Table 1 shows that there was no significant difference between scanners in the discrepancies (p= 0.97). All errors were < 0.5 mm. Also regarding tooth and direction of measurement, no significant differences in discrepancies were recorded (p= 0.33 and 0.06) respectively.

**Table 1:** Factors affecting the differences between digital measurements of the 2 scanners and the reference cast.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factors</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Type of scanner</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tooth</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Direction of measurement</td>
<td>3.55</td>
<td>0.06</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*: statistically significant at P< 0.05

Figures 2-3 show the discrepancies between the digital measurements of the two scanners and the reference cast in BL and MD directions. The MD and BL discrepancies were all < ±0.3mm.

The adjusted mean discrepancies of both scanners is shown in figure 4. There was a higher underestimation in premolars than canines measurements (adjusted means= -.03 and -.02 mm) in comparison to the reference teeth while in case
of molars measurements there was an overestimation (adjusted mean= 0.1 mm).

**Figure 2:** Differences of bucco-lingual digital measurements relative to the reference cast (in mm) of the 2 scanners.

**Figure 3:** Differences of mesio-distal digital measurements relative to the reference cast (in mm) of the 2 scanners.

**DISCUSSION**

In digital dentistry, 3D digital model is produced by the use of either intraoral or extraoral scanning technology. Each type of scanner has its own advantages and disadvantages but still the studies didn’t favor the use of certain type of scanner over the other one (13). This study evaluated the accuracy of different intraoral scanners in producing digital models using CAD/CAM technology. The null hypothesis was accepted as the accuracy of digital models produced by the two intraoral scanners was statistically not significant.

The results of the current study showed that BL and MD measurements of both intraoral scanners expressed minor discrepancy but with no significant difference which proved that the two intraoral scanners used possess similar accuracy in producing digital models with an equivalent dimensions to that of the reference model.

This result is in coincidence with Ender and Mehl (14) study which proved that the accuracy of digital impression and conventional impression is similar. But they suggested making further studies to confirm their results.

The results verified the ability of using digital models as a successful replacement for the conventional stone model in dentistry. Several previous studies have proven that there was no statistically significant difference between measurements recorded from digital dental models and conventional stone models which comes in agreement with results of the current study (15,16). Also, Wiranto et al.(17) and Naidu and Freer (18) studies reported that measurements obtained from digital models by intraoral scanners were similar to that obtained from stone models although the current study was done in vitro.

While other studies found a significant difference between digital and conventional stone models but was within the clinically acceptable range (19,20). As it was recorded in several studies that discrepancy less than 0.5 mm are not counted as a significant deviation (11,12).

But in Syrek et al. (21) in vivo study, it was reported that intraoral scanner Lava produced accurate restorations more than that produced from conventional procedures. This result was similar to current study results regarding the high accuracy of intraoral scanners although the digital model produced is from a different intraoral scanner and compared to conventional stone cast not reference cast as in the current study.

In the current study the digital models showed slight underestimation in case of canines and overestimation in case of molars but within clinically acceptable range. Canine showed the highest accuracy in comparison to premolars and molars. This bias might be due to the smooth surface of canine with no any irregularities or grooves as in premolars and molars (22). Also, it might be attributed to the different scanning technology, type of scanner, scanning position and oral cavity factors such as saliva, blood, limited mouth opening and difficulty in
accessibility to posterior teeth as mentioned in previous studies (23-25).

Im et al. (26) and Reuschl et al. (27) studies reported that the mesiodistal measurements of most teeth were underestimated in the digital model compared to those in a cast model. This comes partly in agreement with results of the current study regarding premolars and canines but not in agreement with molars results. The difference might be referred to the use of other types of intraoral scanners that need application of titanium oxide powder on teeth for more accurate scanning. (28)

Finally, Alcan et al (29) concluded that virtual measurements on digital casts were more accurate and less time consuming than using digital caliper on conventional stone models, and this caused the use of digital models to expand in the prosthodontic field (15, 19).

The cost of digital impression systems is still a major issue. Christensen (30) suggested that the relative cost of digital versus elastomer impressions will depend on the number of impressions that a dentist takes per month. A digital impression system has to be used for a significant number of patients to compensate for its cost.

Limitations
This study is an in vitro study and is restricted to two types of intraoral scanners. Further in vivo studies are needed to be done inside the patient’s mouth to simulate the oral environment such as saliva, blood and patient’s tongue movement during recording the impression. Also, other types of intraoral scanners and extraoral scanners need to be studied in future studies.

CONCLUSION
Within the limitations of this in vitro study, it can be concluded that:
1. All digital models used in the study had a slight discrepancy, but this minor discrepancy is within the clinically acceptable range so would not restrict their clinical use in dentistry.
2. Recording the digital mesial-distal (MD) and bucco-lingual (BL) measurements is the best combination of accuracy, time saving, and therefore the best choice for routine digital measurements.
3. There is no statistically significant difference in accuracy of digital models produced by the two intraoral scanners used.
4. Canines showed highest accuracy in comparison to premolars and molars due to the smoothness of canine surface without any grooves or concavities as in premolars and molars.
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